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Abstract: Convective heat transfer characteristics within a heat exchanger with twisted tapes of different cuts and materials have been investigated experimentally. Effect of twisted tape of different cuts (square, circular and triangular) inside the inner tube of single unit on heat transfer and friction factor for heating of water for Reynolds number range 500-3000 was studied experimentally. The results obtained from the twisted inserts of GI, Al and Cu materials are compared and the experimental results reveal that the among the three different materials of inserts, Copper inserts performs better and too with square cuts.
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Abstract: Power consumption and small area is very important for fabricating DSP system and high performance system, requirement of present scenario computer system is dedicated for very high speed and low power unique multiplier unit for signed and unsigned number therefore in this paper focus on unsigned number by using modified booth multiplier. The unsigned 4 bit and 8 bit implementation done by some modification in booth multiplier modified booth multiplier come out to make efficient multiplier reduce N/2 partial product. The parallel multiplier 4 bit and 8 bit modified booth multiplier does the computation using lesser adder and lesser iterative step. The implementation of unsigned 4 bit and 8 bit done in Xilinx ISE Design suite 12.1 tool by using VHDL, model Sim.
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Abstract: Today increases any wireless communication security is crucial during data transmission. The encryption and decryption of data is the main challenge faced in the wireless communication for security of the data transmission source to destination. In this paper we present the literature study of cryptography security AES algorithm and its present application in communication, data communication and wireless communication. In this paper, we use the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) which works on a 128 bit data encrypting it with 128 bits of keys for ensuring security. In this paper literature study of AES algorithm and selection AES algorithms for wireless communication application and design verilog AES sub block add round key, mix column, s-box using Xilinx ISE 9.1i software for a Spartan3 FPGA device
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Abstract: Atmospheric Signal processing has been one field of signal processing where there is a lot of scope for development of new and efficient tools for cleaning of the spectrum, detection and estimation of the desired parameters. The field of digital signal processing is a very active area for research and applications. Atmospheric signal processing deals with the processing of the signals received from the atmosphere when manually stimulated using atmospheric Radar. Removal of clutter in the radar wind profiler is the utmost important consideration in radar. In this paper, we implement wavelet thresholding for removing clutter from wind profiler Radar data. By applying the concept of discrete multi-resolution analysis and non-parametric estimation theory, we develop wavelet domain thresholding rules, which identify the coefficients relevant for clutter and suppress them and increases the accuracy of wind vector reconstruction.
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